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Internet technology has been the promotion and popularization of the Internet 
technology based on the establishment of online shopping and e-commerce access to 
an unprecedented development of the network of life in people occupy an increasingly 
important position. In highly developed computer network technology the 21st 
century, computer network technology in ASP technology and database technology 
are already mature and relatively safe, but our online shopping system technology and 
its safety is still in development and changes in the , in the environment such , 
designing a high reliability and safety of online shopping system clearly has important 
significance. Based on ASP technology design and implementation of major online 
shopping system, which went online shopping system as an example flower design 
and implementation of the following major elements: 
This paper introduces the research background and the purpose and significance 
of the study on the basis of e-commerce and online shopping two topics specific 
analysis of the current situation at home and abroad. Then according to the online 
shopping system design techniques and requirements analysis, from the perspective of 
technical analysis specifically addressed ASP technology , Access Technology , IIS 
server , and HTML page editor and other technologies ; From the demand perspective 
Intro a shopping system to be designed to target and feasible and to achieve the 
function . In the online shopping system design, Intro online shopping system 
structure and arrangements in the online shopping system functional design , the need 
to consider online shopping system process design , background design, and the 
design of the logical structure of the database . In the online shopping system 
implementation aspects , mainly to establish the IIS server , connect to the database , 
online shopping system front realize , online shopping system in the background to 
achieve as well as online shopping system testing. 
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